College Council Meeting 10/19/11
Hopkins Basement, 7:30 to 9pm

AGENDA POINTS

Budgets
- Exploration Team, Monkeys With Typewriters, The Cowbell
- Total of $1,423.54
- Vote to pass the slate: 20-0-0

SuperFan Proposal
- CC (Jack and April) is requesting $3,952.52
- Budget provides for t-shirt give-aways, pom-poms, beads, foam fingers, face paint
- Also getting $1,000 from the Dean’s Office
- They hope to institutionalize the program next year and may not need to draw from the Great Ideas Fund in the future
- CC suggests cutting down the number of t-shirts in successive years
- The Super Fan committee will monitor the amount of shirts given away and encourage people to not take more than one
- Ephelia will be there
- Vote to approve the budget: 19-0-1

CC Updates
- Homecoming Concert tickets are $25, which may exclude some students who are not able to pay; we contacted the Dean’s Office to see if they could supplement it, but to no avail; we will talk to ACE and OSL to see if there is anything to be done; ACE will be doing free-ticket game give-aways
- Fall Carnival THIS Saturday, co-sponsored with Currier Neighborhood
- SuperFan Men’s soccer this Saturday
- Winter Study registration education campaign involved the creation of a link that allows students to deduce their likelihood of getting into a certain class
- Adirondack chairs as a community building idea—Great Ideas?
- MinCo Fest this Saturday in Dodd
- Printers are available in Mission
- You Are Not Alone NEXT Thursday in Goodrich
- Dodd construction noise and lack of communication: can they start at a more reasonable hour and give the residents some warning? Teddy will e-mail Doug Schiazza and CC Steve Klass
- Room swap system for juniors returning from studying abroad has been reformed
- Sister entry program has received 9 replies
- Ice rink proposal coming within two weeks
- Collaborative discussion on entry life with JAAB and CUL on Nov. 17th

CC Snacks
- In the light of Eco’s unsuccessful tenure, CC will provide a snacks sesh budgeted at around $125 each
- It will come from Projects Fund
- Dining Service Gourmet Dinners have received positive feedback and we are looking into getting live music
- The first one is proposed to be this upcoming Tuesday from 9 to 11pm in Schow Atrium
- Students do not need to pay for this
- Make it clear that this is a place for students to voice their opinions and to bring ideas (CC reps and members of the administration will be there)
- CC is in favor of sponsoring this (straw poll)

**CC’s Role in Programming at Williams**
- CC may only program events that “build community”; we are not ACE or a Neighborhood
- An individual member of CC can apply for money from the CC Great Ideas Fund if they seek a lack of a certain type of event/forum on campus
- If may not be called a CC event—it will be “An Event Funded by the CC Great Ideas Campaign”
- Would this be a conflict of interest?
- Should this be a bylaw change instead of a resolution? CC thinks so.
- We do not want CC to be a programming body, but we want to leave it open for CC members to program.

**Drinking Culture**
- Members of JAAB and SAAC in attendance
- SAAC: dedicated to responsibility and creating a positive association between sports teams and alcohol
- JAs: concerned about the health of their frosh and not interested in glorifying drunken exploits—making sure the campus understands the role of JAs in the drinking and social scene
- Reach out to Peer Health, Active Minds, club sports, and MinCo
- Giving more support to JAs and affirming the role of the JA
- It’s part of a bigger conversation about changing the idea of drinking as an escape/binge drinking
- Specifically dry events often encourage kids to pre-game harder
- Should we form a task force?
- Encouraging Frosh Council to do first-year social programming
- Let’s not talk about drinkers and non-drinkers: no categories